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The story of Grandezza has its origin in our desire to design boats for customers 
who don´t want to settle for the ordinary – for customers who are used to
demanding something better, something unique.

Grandezza´s home town, Kokkola, Finland has centuries of history in boat 
building. Thousands of boats have been successfully delivered to every sea in
the world and Grandezza will continue this honourable tradition. Our extensive
knowledge of boat building and versatile craftsmanship has been developed over 
several generations. The unique know-how and skills are reinforced with the 
latest technology in product development, the best manufacturing materials 
and methods; the final result is Grandezza – refined to serve you in the best 
possible way.

Therefore, it is not surprising Grandezza boats are known for their excellent 
features and performance.

The Story of Finnish 
Grandezza
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Designed to Impress

Grandezza boats are renowned for their bold design. The unique design process 
takes advantage of the latest technical innovations and world-famous Finnish 
industrial design expertise. We are investing heavily in research and design, and 
take into account the comments and feedback from our real Grandezza experts 
–  our customers. 

The interior design goals for Grandezza boats are to be extremely convenient to 
use as well as very comfortable upholstery and furnishings are made with care-
fully chosen materials with a close eye on the finishing details. Safety and prac-
ticality are also important aspects in Grandezza design. Cabins contain a lot of 
space for personal possessions and boating equipment. Saloons, berth areas, 
and galleys are versatile and practical, to cope with large families or passengers.
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Uncomprimised Quality

We take great pride on the quality of Grandezza boats, and do not compromise. 
All materials used in our boats are of the highest quality. We are committed to 
following the high standards defined for Grandezza quality. Every manufacturing 
phase contains checks to ensure the level demanded by our exacting quality 
standards is achieved.

Before leaving the factory every Grandezza goes through a detailed testing 
program. Engines are tested and fine tuned in a testing pool for at least one 
hour to ensure every boat works perfectly. Test programs include checks and 
adjustments for steering system, bow thrusters, windlasses, heaters, fridges, 
toilets, water systems, electrical devices, navigation systems, etc. The test 
program also includes a unique “rain test” where windows, doors, hatches and 
sunroofs are checked for possible leaks.
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GRANDEZZA 23 S                     
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23 S     

The beautiful and fast Grandezza 23 S is an elegant combination of modern 
design and traditional Finnish craftsmanship. The driving enjoyment is 
increased by the Grandezza’s smooth ride and easy handling. 

The cockpit’s U-shaped luxury seating can convert into a sunbed with great 
panoramic views. The large bathing platform makes accessibility to the water 
much easier for watersports or simply, allowing you to cool down on those 
beautiful sunny warm days. 

The opening port holes bring in natural light and fresh air into the spacious 
cuddy. The optional sea water toilet or chemical toilet can be fitted into built-
in locker under the cushions.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
       23 S

LENGTH       6,96 M
BEAM        2,48 M
DRAFT       1,00 M
WEIGHT       1950 KG

BERTHS       2 + 2
PERSONS       6
FUEL CAPACITY      157 L
WATER CAPACITY      10 L
HOLDING CAPACITY      35 L (OPTIONAL)
CATEGORY       C

ENGINE OPTIONS      220 HP
MAXIMUM SPEED      35,5 KN (4,3GXi)
CRUISING SPEED      20-26 KN

      WHITE (standard)                      DARK GREY (standard)                                      23 S                                          23 S 
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GRANDEZZA 27 OC                              
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The Grandezza 27 OC has an eye-catching design. The interior is designed to work 
well for practical boating on your own as well as being a great entertaining space 
with friends. Impressive performance, ergonomic helm and excellent driving 
response turn this beauty into a real masterpiece.

Watch the video!

     27 OC          
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27 OC            

The cockpit is open and inviting with exceptionally high standing headroom and
ample seating for several people. The large sunroof can be opened to bring in 
sunshine and wind-in-the-hair-feeling.

The galley is well-equipped including a handy worktop extension and generous 
storage facilities. Ropes and fenders have useful, integrated storage lockers.
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27 OC         

The forward cabin is tailored for resting and sleeping. It works perfectly due to 
its open plan design, including two separate twin berths, adequate storage 
facilities and a separate toilet / shower compartment. Materials and colours are 
chosen with care, opening portholes and a deck hatch make the interior bright 
and pleasant.
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GRANDEZZA 27 DC                              
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The Grandezza 27 DC combines beautiful design, excellent fit and finish into 
practical solutions. The open top allows you to fully enjoy the sunshine and 
sporting performance. The raised cockpit dinette is at the same level as the 
driver seat, giving a better social space and a great external view for everyone.
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     27 DC          
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27 DC                

The Grandezza’s impressive performance will satisfy every helmsman. The dash-
board is well laid-out with all instruments you need in full view, even the chart 
plotter is standard equipment. The excellent handling and response make this 
boat a joy to drive. 

The optional sunpad cushion converts the cockpit dinette into a paradise for 
everyone who loves the hot lazy summer days. 
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27 DC         

The cabin is effectively utilized to accommodate four people to sleep and travel 
with pleasure and comfort. The fixed double berths make staing overnight easy 
and does not require any extra arrangements.
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GRANDEZZA 27 S                    
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27 S                

The Grandezza 27 S is a sportscruiser that combines sporty looks, practical 
details and excellent performance into maximal comfort. The large cockpit 
dinette with convertible sunbed guarantees that you and your guests can 
enjoy your time on the water together.

Watch the video!
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The large cockpit area is perfect for enjoying the sun, sea, and sky. By folding 
down the extremely practical backrest of the aft bench you create one large 
sunbed area. Underneath you find a spacious storage locker which can be 
opened even without removing the cushions. 
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27 S                
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
       27 S     27 DC     27 OC  

LENGTH       8,30 M     8,30 M     8,30 M
BEAM        2,85 M     2,85 M     2,85 M
DRAFT        1,00 M     1,00 M     1,00 M
WEIGHT       2800 KG    3000 KG    3000 KG

BERTHS       4 + 2     4 + 2     4 + 2
PERSONS       8     8     8
FUEL CAPACITY      265 L     265 L     265 L
WATER CAPACITY      74 L     74 L     74 L
HOLDING CAPACITY      50 L     50 L     50 L
CATEGORY       C     C     C

ENGINE OPTIONS      260 - 300 HP    260 - 300 HP    260 - 320 HP
MAXIMUM SPEED      39,5 KN (D4-300 HP)   39,5 KN (D4-300 HP)   39,5 KN (D4-300 HP)
CRUISING SPEED      20-31 KN    20-31 KN    20-31 KN

       27 S: WHITE (standard)            27 DC: WHITE (standard)  27 OC: WHITE (standard)     27 OC: DARK GREY (optional)

27              
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GRANDEZZA 33 OC                       
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The Grandezza 33 OC is a sports cruiser that combines practicality, modern 
international design and excellent performance. There are several engine  
options available, both single and twin engines alternatives. For twin engine 
installations there is a Joyctick control system available, which makes the craft 
even easier to berth and manoeuvre.

Watch the video!
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     33  OC          
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33 OC         

The galley is located in the cockpit where special attention has been paid to 
equipment, ergonomics and functionality. The worktop is at an optimal height, 
and with a practical worktop extension you get almost double the size. 
Standard features include a ceramic hob (diesel), a fridge, two sinks and 
drawers for dishes and cutlery.
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The lower deck cabins are tailored for resting and sleeping. Both cabins offer 
plenty of storage facilities and fixed double berths. In addition, there is a nice 
panorama window in the mid cabin.
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     33 OC
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33 OC          

The forward cabin is bright and airy due to the hull portholes and deck hatch all 
of which are opening mechanism, also there is full standing headroom. 

The toilet/shower is located amidships. The shower is separated with a transparent 
door, and holds a fixed bench with a built-in toilet seat underneath for better 
safety and functionality.
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GRANDEZZA 33 S                      
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The Grandezza 33 S is an impressive, capable and enjoyable sportscruiser in 
every sense. The cockpit provides comfortable seating for everyone on board, 
and the large sunbed suits for those hot lazy summer days. This sporty boat is 
perfect for anyone who enjoy the an unrivaled feeling of freedom and power. 

 

Watch the video

     33 S          
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The aft bench is extremely practical. By folding down the backrest you create 
one large sunbed area. Underneath you find a spacious storage locker which 
can be opened even without removing the cushions. The galley is located in the 
cockpit where special attention has been paid to equipment, ergonomics and 
functionality.

33 S             
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23

The lower deck cabins are tailored for resting and sleeping. Both cabins offer 
plenty of storage facilities and fixed double berths. In addition, there is a nice 
panorama window in the mid cabin.

The toilet/shower is located amidships. The shower is separated with a transparent 
door, and holds a fixed bench with a built-in toilet seat underneath for better 
safety and functionality.
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     33 S
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33 S        

The forward cabin is bright and airy due to the hull portholes and deck hatch all 
of which are opening mechanism, also there is full standing headroom. 
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
       33 S      33 OC
       
LENGTH       10,03 M     10,03 M    
BEAM        3,23 M      3,23 M     
DRAFT        1,20 M      1,20 M     
WEIGHT      4600 KG     4800 KG    

BERTHS       4 + 2      4 + 2     
PERSONS       8      8    
FUEL CAPACITY      490 L      490 L     
WATER CAPACITY      120 L      120 L     
HOLDING CAPACITY      100 L      100 L    
CATEGORY       B      B    

ENGINE OPTIONS      370 HP      370 HP
       2 x 200 -260 HP    2 x 200 -260 HP
MAXIMUM SPEED      35 KN      35 KN    
CRUISING SPEED      22-28 KN     22-28 KN    
   

        33 S: WHITE (standard)                            33 OC: WHITE (standard)                         33 OC: DARK GREY (optional)   

33            
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GRANDEZZA 40 FLY             
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The Grandezza 40 FLY is the perfect boat for anyone who enjoys sharing their 
passion of luxurious high performance cruising with friends and family. The 
expansive flybridge, vast interior volume, brilliant layout and extraordinary 
easy handling make her more than just beautiful.

Watch the video!

40 FLY                   
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Another alfresco dining table is situated on the flybridge which, with extensive 
seating, large sunbed and optional wetbar/grill unit, is ideal for entertaining 
and sunbathing. In warm weather you can enjoy the comfortable sunbed area 
on the flybridge or foredeck. In addition to second helm position the flybridge 
delivers a great view.
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40 FLY                   
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40 FLY                   

7170

The saloon is a real entertainment centre. Even a large family or a group of 
guests has plenty of room to relax and enjoy delicious dinners around the size-
able dinette. The integrated wet bar with an optional fridge and icemaker works 
as a convenient centre for refreshments. 

The aft cockpit has plenty of space to have good time in the open air. By 
opening the wide triple sliding glass door you can make the saloon and aft 
cockpit into a huge entertaining area, offering all the enjoyment of open air 
boating.
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40 FLY         

Due to the open ceiling concept the galley feels incredibly spacious and bright,
but most of all, it is only a few steps away from the saloon which allows
conversation with others. The well-equipped galley and the abundance of
cabinets are perfect for even the most demanding meals prepared on board.

The modern bathroom follows the same high-class design as the rest of the 
craft. The stylish wash basin with mixer tap, mirror cabinet and wooden 
floors complete the luxurious finish. The opening porthole and spotlights 
at the ceiling add brightness and functionality. You can enjoy the luxury of 
having a separate shower room, and the seat under the shower is a nice 
touch.
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The full beam master cabin amidship provides peaceful accommodation with a 
luxury king-size bed. The cosy divan at the starboard side is perfect for relaxing
and admiring the sunset, or can be used as an additional bed.  The panoramic 
hull windows at both sides give incredible sea views. You will also be delighted 
with generous storage facilities. 
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      40 FLY            
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40 FLY           

The forward cabin furnishing is timeless and sophisticated but still extremely
practical, and every inch of space is utilised to the max. High wardrobes, upper
cabinets and the drawer under the scissor berths allow you to store everything
you need for extended cruises. Even the make-up table is included in standard
specification. The double bed swings apart to create V single berths for family 
or just-friends combination. 
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GRANDEZZA 40 CA                           
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40 CA          

The Grandezza 40 CA is a true beauty of the seas – noble and streamlined with a 
touch of a modern edged character. She is designed, even down to the smallest 
detail, to fulfill all your dreams. The exceptionally well-designed hull has a full 
sandwich structure which makes it light, silent and rigid providing a solid base 
for unbeatable performance. 

Watch the video!
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40 CA          

The aft cockpit has plenty of space to have good time in the open air. By 
opening the wide triple sliding glass door you can make the saloon and aft 
cockpit into a huge entertaining area, offering all the enjoyment of open air 
boating.

The sturdy triple sliding door is light and easy to use, and it isolates the saloon into 
a warm upper cabin. Spotlights in the cockpit ceiling create nice atmosphere 
and add the usability at the evenings. As an option you can have barbeque grill 
fitted into the starboard side worktop.
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40 CA          

The saloon is a real entertainment centre. Even a large family or a group of 
guests has plenty of room to relax and enjoy delicious dinners around the 
size-able dinette. The integrated wet bar with an optional fridge and icemaker 
works as a convenient centre for refreshments. At the push of a button the vast 
triple sunroofs open to bring in the sunshine and wind-in-the-hair-feeling.

The ergonomic dashboard layout with convenient command seats make a day 
on the water even more enjoyable. Performance and handling is unparalleled, 
powered by a choice of stern drive engines, with standard bow thruster and 
optional joystick control for easy manoevering.
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The well-equipped galley and the abundance of cabinets are perfect for even 
the most demanding meals prepared on board.

The modern bathroom follows the same high-class design as the rest of the 
craft. The stylish wash basin with mixer tap, mirror cabinet and wooden 
floors complete the luxurious finish. The opening porthole and spotlights 
at the ceiling add brightness and functionality. You can enjoy the luxury of 
having a separate shower room.
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      40 CA            
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The full beam master cabin amidship provides peaceful accommodation with a 
luxury king-size bed. The cosy divan at the starboard side is perfect for relaxing
and admiring the sunset, or can be used as an additional bed.  The panoramic 
hull windows at both sides give incredible sea views. You will also be delighted 
with generous storage facilities. 
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      40 CA            
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40 CA          

The forward cabin furnishing is timeless and sophisticated but still extremely
practical, and every inch of space is utilised to the max. High wardrobes, upper
cabinets and the drawer under the scissor berths allow you to store everything
you need for extended cruises. Even the make-up table is included in standard
specification. The double bed swings apart to create V single berths for family 
or just-friends combination. 
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
       40 CA      40 FLY

LENGTH       12,30 M     12,30 M
BEAM        3,95 M      3,95 M 
DRAFT        1,10 M      1,10 M
WEIGHT      9000 KG     9500 KG

PERSONS       12      12
BERTHS       5 + 2      5 + 2
FUEL CAPACITY      920 L      920 L
WATER CAPACITY      275 L      275 L
HOLDING CAPACITY      195 L      195 L 
CATEGORY       B      B

ENGINE OPTIONS      2 x 300 - 370 HP    2 x 300 - 370 HP
MAXIMUM SPEED      40 KN (2x370 HP)    35 KN (2x370 HP)
CRUISING SPEED      22-31 KN     22-31 KN

       40 CA: WHITE (standard)                         40 CA: DARK GREY (optional)                     40 FLY: WHITE (standard) 
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40 CA / 40 FLY40 CA / 40 FLY40 FLY
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Oy Finn-Marin Ltd :: Lahdenperäntie 10 : : FIN-67100 Kokkola, Finland
Tel. +358 20 1983 838 :: info@finnmarin.fi

Oy Finn-Marin Ltd. reserves the right to change features and specifications without prior notice. Always check the delivery content with your Grandezza dealer.
Some boats are shown with optional equipment.
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www.grandezza.fi


